Software Entrepreneur Flowchart
Does your idea have existing competitors?

These don't have to be in the same form as your idea. They could be
paper based analog competitors that have yet to join the digital revolution.
(Book recommendation: 'Blue Ocean Strategy')

no

yes

Have you Validated the Idea?

Are competitors
successful?

no

Can you create a very simple version of your software
to get first customers?

yes

Can you access people in the industry you're targeting
to ask them their opinions?

yes

Why not?

Is the business
model / marketing
wrong?

Does your idea address a critical need or pain point
in your target customer segment?

Research Time

Find out how your competitors
generate revenue and users.

Research

Read competitor reviews
How does your product
address their problems?

no

1. Their business model (revenue generation)
2. How they get new users (acquisition)
3. Total income (you can sometimes find
this in company financial statements)

Can you Get Paying Customers Before It's Made?
This is similar to idea validation, but if it works then
it is the ultimate form of validation.

Validation

Can you sell the software prior to building it? If so
then that is your funding source. There's nothing more
sexy than a self funding idea!

You are entering risky territory
so you need to validate ideas.
Ask people in the target industry
what they think of your idea.
Pay them if you must - it's a
lot cheaper to find out you're
wrong, before you start.

no

yes
What You Waiting For?

yes

The people have voted so
start building already!

no

Money talks.

yes

Is Your Idea Still Valid and Viable?

Is a Lot of Capital Required?

no
Extremely Risky

You are taking an extreme risk in
building this product. Re-assess
everything in this flowchart.
If it still doesn't work then my advice is to put it
on hold or pivot the idea.
I've built many things, only 2 of which made
substantial money. If I'd had this flowchart, I
would be much further ahead right now.

This is relative to your own situation. $1000 may
be a fortune to some, whilst $100k may be
pocket change to others.
If you're not a tech guy then let me warn you,
good software engineers are expensive.
If you are an engineer then bear in mind the
opportunity cost - you could be freelancing for
$100k instead of devoting your time to this idea.
Everything has a price in this life.

Medium Risk

You've validated the idea or there are
successful competitors. Even so, that
is no guarantee of success.
Your hardest task will revolve around attracting users,
in other words - marketing.
Junk products with good marketing sell 100x more than
great products with poor marketing.
Proceed with caution. Re-assess frequently.

Learn from my mistakes.

Bonus Section - Monetisation Strategies
What's the Revenue Model?

There are 3 basic models, but your idea
could use any combination of these.

Paid For

Free / Ad Supported

Freemium

If your product provides continuous value then consider
a subscription model. Be careful though, consumers
are starting to suffer 'subscription fatigue'.

The other potential is to aim for an exit (be bought by
another company). Exits require cashflow until the
purchase which makes them a survival game. Ensure
you have ongoing revenue or investor funds.

This usually goes well with the ad supported
model. Be warned though, people rarely pay
to remove ads in apps so don't make ad
removal your primary revenue model.

A great example is Adobe vs Affinity. The former charge
a subscription, the latter a one time price for editing
software. Because of this Affinity has taken a good
chunk of Adobes annoyed customer base (I'm one!).

Free software can also turn to paid. Eg, if you discover
that your offering increases in value (or if you
underestimated its value at the start).

Freemium is great for capturing a large portion
of a market then segmenting them down to
whales (users who will pay a lot for upgrades).

This is a tough category. Your offering must be high in
perceived/actual value. This is most likely if you see an
existing market for the product (ie, competitors exist).

A very viable business model but you need hundreds
of thousands of users to make $.

Courses. Advice. Real time software creation.

Initially free but advanced features are a paid
for upgrade.
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